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Abstract
For the defence against the threats through radioactive substances, a general concept is

presently being elaborated under the overall control of the Federal Government. A number of
competent organisations are involved in this, for example the Federal Office of Criminal
Investigation, the Federal Armed Forces, and the Federal Office for Radiation Protection.

In Germany, the 16 Federal States are responsible for the prevention of nuclear
hazards. In the case of hazards through radioactive material, experts from the competent
radiation protection authorities are consulted. For serious cases of prevention of nuclear
hazards (nuclear fuels, criticality, danger of dispersion), the Federal Office for Radiation
Protection - a subordinate authority of the Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature
Conservation and Nuclear Safety responsible for radiation protection - was given order to
elaborate a concept for assistance to those Federal States. This concept is presented in the
following.

1. Introduction
The field of prevention of nuclear hazards ranges from illegal trade with radioactive test

emitters up to the defence of nuclear fuels with the possibility to construct critical assemblies
or the threatening by the purposeful distribution of airborne material which might enter the
lungs. The latter means the serious cases of prevention of nuclear hazards. Since the
expenditures for devices and personal to be trained would be inadequately high, the Federal
Office for Radiation Protection (BfS) was given order to elaborate a corresponding concept to
support the Federal States in case it becomes necessary. The concept includes the search for
radioactive material, analysis, risk assessment, and also measures to stem the risk.

2. Stand-by Service
To guarantee that the Federal Office for Radiation Protection can be reached at any

time, a 24-hour-stand-by service was established. According to each individual case, the
person on call may assemble a task force at the Federal Office for Radiation Protection's
places of office, which are distributed over the whole Federal Republic of Germany. The
Federal Office for Radiation Protection is represented in Freiburg near the border of
Switzerland, Munich, Hanau near Frankfurt, Salzgitter near Hannover, and Berlin.

3. Search for Radioactive Material
3.1 Search from the Air

To search radioactive material from the air, the Federal Office for Radiation Protection
has available altogether four measuring systems which can be installed at helicopters. With
these measuring systems, an area of 30 square kilometres per hour can be scanned at an
altitude of 100 metres with a flying velocity of 100 km/h and a path distance of 300 metres.
The detection limit is approximately 1 GBq for a Co-60 emitter.
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3.2 Search team for gamma sources
For the search of gamma-emitting material, the Federal Office has altogether 30 handy

devices at its disposal, with a detection limit of 100 nSv/h. The detectors can be transported
by car or helicopter within four hours to each location within the Federal Republic of
Germany. The introduction of the search team at the location does not require more than five
minutes. A 30-person search team can scan approximately one square kilometre per hour.
3.3 Search for neutron sources from a vehicle

For this task, the Federal Office for Radiation Protection has 8 highly sensitive neutron
detectors at its disposal at the Salzgitter site, which can be installed in a vehicle. Each detector
consists of three He-3 counters which are installed in a polyethylene moderator of the
dimensions 105x27x10 cm3. With this vehicle, fronts of houses or convoys can be scanned.
Several 100 grames of unshielded reactor plutonium can be detected with this assembly from
a distance of several metres, the search velocity being 10 km/h.
3.4 Concealed search for gamma sources

The devices mentioned in 3.2 are also suitable for concealed search. For this, the
devices are equipped with an acoustic signal. The measuring instruments can be carried in a
coat pocket. The signal can be heard over an ear clip. In contrast to 3.2, personnel especially
trained for this kind of search is required, which would be provided by Federal Office for
Radiation Protection in such a case.

4. Analyses of radioactive Substances
4.1 Determin ation of th e Dose Rate

To determine the dose rate by gamma radiation, appropriate state-of-the-art measuring
instruments are available at all BfS sites, the measuring range of which is between 10 nSv/h
and 10 Sv/h. Part of these instruments is equipped with teleprobes, to be able to measure also
hard accessible locations, like tubes, wells, treeholes.

To determine the neutron dose rate, six portable measuring instruments are available,
so-called remcounters. The detection limits of these instruments start at 100 nSv/h - 1 uSv/h.
4.2 Nuclide Determination through Gamma Spectroscopy

Some instruments on the basis of germanium detectors are available for this important
task. For nuclide determination in the field of nuclear fuels, these detectors must be
particularly sensitive in the range of energy up to approximately 500 keV. The instrument
most appropriate for this task is the so-called U-Pu-inspector of Canberra company which is
also equipped with the special software required. This instrument can be used within six hours
at every location in Germany.
4.3 Activity Determination

If the nuclide is known, an activity determination can be carried out with the help of the
dose rate, unless there are external shieldings and the self-shielding can be neglected. If the
geometry and the physical state of the substance can be recognised by X-rays, the self-
shielding effect can be taken into account too. In particular in the case of plutonium, the
activity can be estimated for standard geometries due to the use of the available neutron
measurement technique with modules (see 3.3).

5. Risk Determination
The risk of an IED (Improvised Explosive Device) primarily consists of two

components, the risk of the deactivator through the dose rate as well as in the nearer vicinity
through the possible inhalation of radioactive particles after an explosion. The dose rate for
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gamma radiation and also for neutrons can be measured and the risk for the deactivator can be
estimated easily.

To determine the risk by dispersion of the radioactive substances with following
radiation exposure through inhalation of the particles by persons of the general population, the
following parameters must be known: nuclide composition, activity, inhalation dose relevant
portion, spreading in the atmosphere. With the help of these quantities as well as the known
breath rate and the dose factor, the potential radiation exposure can be calculated.

For this purpose, the Federal Office for Radiation Protection drafted a concept for a first
assessment for 12 relevant radioactive nuclides with plausible assumptions, which can be used
by the measuring team in situ. The team has then to determine the deviations and, following
this, to assess the radiation exposure from the given values with a correcting factor.
Additionally, the determination of radiation exposure can be verified simultaneously with the
help of a computer programme.

6. The concept for avoiding the release of radioactive substances after an IED
has exploded
Since considerable radiation exposure may occur when an IED has exploded, a concept

was developed which stems this release. This led to the development of a widely remote-
controlled wrapping of the IED, which is filled with foam with a high portion of water. The
water destroys the energy of the explosive and the foam serves holding widely back the
radioactive particles.

The following prerequisites are fulfilled by this concept:

• the IED need not be moved nor touched
• the wrapping can be transported in a normal car
• the wrapping can be installed wearing a deactivator suit
• the wrapping can include the deactivating device
• the time for installation is less than 30 minutes
• usual installations and possibilities of fire brigades, like hose couplings, water, air and

extinguishing foam, can be used.
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